
Cork flooring market is projected to reach
$110.8 million by 2031, growing at a CAGR of
6% from 2022 to 2031.

Cork Flooring

Cork Flooring Market by Type (Sheet form,

Tile form), by Installation method

(Floating, Glue-down), by Construction

type (New construction, Replacement)

PORTLAND, UNITED STATES, March 24,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Cork

flooring is a popular choice for

homeowners who want an eco-friendly

and stylish flooring option. Cork

flooring has been around for many

years, but it's only recently gained

popularity as a flooring option. In this

blog, we will explore what cork flooring

is, its benefits, and why it's a great

choice for your home. 

global cork flooring market size was valued at $60.6 million in 2021, and is projected to reach

$110.8 million by 2031, growing at a CAGR of 6% from 2022 to 2031. 
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What is Cork Flooring? 

Cork flooring is made from the bark of the cork oak tree. The cork oak tree is native to the

Mediterranean region, where it has been harvested for centuries for its cork bark. Cork flooring

is made by harvesting the cork bark from the cork oak tree and processing it into cork planks or

tiles. The cork bark is ground into small pieces, then compressed under high pressure and heat

to form cork flooring. 

Cork flooring is a product made from the bark of the cork oak tree that is ground, sheeted, and

fired in a kiln to produce sheet and tiles that are used as office, light commercial, and residential

flooring. 
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Benefits of Cork Flooring 

Eco-Friendly: One of the primary benefits of cork flooring is its eco-friendliness. Cork is a

sustainable resource, as it's harvested from the bark of the cork oak tree without damaging the

tree. The tree is also capable of regrowing its bark, making it a renewable resource. 

Comfortable: Cork flooring is a comfortable option, as it has a natural cushioning effect. This

makes it a great choice for areas where you'll be standing for long periods, such as the kitchen.

The cork's natural cushioning effect also makes it a quieter option, as it absorbs sound. 

Durability: Cork flooring is a durable option, as it's resistant to water, fire, and insects. It's also

resistant to mold and mildew, making it a great choice for areas that are prone to moisture. Cork

flooring can last for many years with proper care and maintenance. 

Easy Maintenance: Cork flooring is easy to maintain, as it can be swept or vacuumed to remove

dirt and debris. It can also be cleaned with a damp mop and mild detergent. Cork flooring is

resistant to stains, making it a great choice for households with pets or children. 

Versatile: Cork flooring comes in a variety of colors and styles, making it a versatile option for

any room in your home. It can be installed in a variety of patterns, including plank, tile, or

mosaic. 
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Why Choose Cork Flooring for Your Home? 

Sustainability: Cork flooring is an environmentally friendly option, as it's made from a renewable

resource. Choosing cork flooring is a great way to reduce your carbon footprint and make your

home more sustainable. 

Comfort: Cork flooring has a natural cushioning effect, making it a comfortable option for your

home. It's a great choice for areas where you'll be standing for long periods, such as the kitchen.

Style: Cork flooring comes in a variety of colors and styles, making it a stylish option for any

room in your home. Whether you're looking for a traditional look or a modern design, there's a

cork flooring option to suit your style. 

Durability: Cork flooring is a durable option, making it a great choice for high-traffic areas of your

home. It's resistant to water, fire, and insects, making it a long-lasting option. 

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/checkout-final/6b5c916d1f6738eb1bceada9b805177f
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Easy Maintenance: Cork flooring is easy to maintain, requiring only regular sweeping or

vacuuming and occasional damp mopping. It's resistant to stains, making it a great choice for

households with pets or children. 
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COMPETITION ANALYSIS 

The key players that operate in the cork flooring market are Advance Cork International, Amorim

Cork Flooring, APC Cork, Beach Bros Ltd, Capri Collections, Consolidated Carpet Industries,

Coretec, Corksribas, Expanko Resilient Flooring, Global Market Partners Inc., Globus Cork, Green

Buildings LLC, Jelinek Cork, The Home Depot, We Cork, Woodcrete, and Zandur. 

Cork flooring is a great choice for homeowners who want an eco-friendly and stylish flooring

option. It's a sustainable resource that's harvested without damaging the tree, making it an

environmentally friendly choice. Cork flooring is also comfortable, durable, and easy to maintain,

making it a great choice for any room in your home. If you're looking for a flooring option that's

both stylish and sustainable, cork flooring is definitely worth considering. 

Concrete Plasticizer and Super plasticizer Market is projected to reach $10.4 billion by 2031,

growing at a CAGR of 6.5% from 2022 to 2031

Cementitious Flooring Market is projected to reach $2 billion by 2031, growing at a CAGR of 5.9%

from 2022 to 2031.
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